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It is not unusual to hear senior 
managers in UK universities talk wonk 
but…there has been a decided increase 
in chatter around the water coolers of 
(English) HE.

Prof Martin McQuillan - WONKHE
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Division, disruption and divergence
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‘Not the what 
but the how of 
the next 
strategic cycle’
Prof Vicky Gunn, GSA

UK HE is changing…



The how is being driven by context…
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So, what is the context?
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Policy driven – does this reflect 
context?

Value and quality

Focus on ‘the student’

Risk based – prevents risk

Impact or outcome focussed?

Evidencing over enhancement?

Clear move toward discipline as 
differentiation

Evidencing impact and linkages

The challenge for HEIs and 
opportunities for 
departments/disciplines

TEF ready…
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Managing ‘solutionism’

Navigating the ‘rhetoric of reaction’

Embracing preferred possibilities 
pragmatically

Change is focused on a creative 
process and interaction, not output 
focused. Techniques of Relation 
(Manning &Massumi)

Managing the how…
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Our professional role and changing identities
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Value-driven 
excellence

The ‘Street-Level Bureuacrat’: “policy 
implementation in the end comes down to the 
people who actually implement it.”  Lipsky, 
1977

Discretion:

Carrington (2005), Discretion is  “ – (a) the decision 
makers freedom to choose between two or more 
courses of actions; or, (b) the freedom to decide 
whether through rules or ones judgement, to act 
or not act. The exercise of discretion is also based 
on perception, and individuals vary in their 
perception of the extent they can take discretionary 
action.”

Dworkin (1978), “Discretion, like the hole in a 
donut, does not exist except in an area left open 
by a surrounding belt of restriction.”
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Professionalism
Professional agency: Sparrow et 
al (1990) recommend the 
development of professional 
agencies to control discretion. 
Professional agencies treat 
employees as the “principals of the 
enterprise”…. Professionals with 
their specialized training diminish 
the need for hierarchical controls.
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Professionalisation of teaching in HE

Increasing focus on the importance of experience and leadership in 
shaping cultures and changing practice

75% of institutions anticipate 
widespread change in learning 
and teaching *

63% highlight mentors, mentoring 
and  mentorship as crucial*

Growth in professional recognition

• Scotland now has:

• 5100> recognised individuals, 

• Including 220> SF and 30> PF

*HEA  Annual Review of Accredited 
Schemes, 
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/about/ne
ws/annual-review-hea-accredited-cpd-
schemes-2014-15-highlights-positive-
impacts



Individuals recognised against UKPSF at 1st June 2016

Total number recognised –
75,262

Associate Fellows – 14,437

Fellows – 56,066

Senior Fellows - 4216

Principal Fellows - 543



Core Knowledge

Needed to carry out those activities at the 

appropriate level

Professional Values
Someone performing these activities should 

embrace and exemplify

Areas of Activity

Undertaken by teachers and supporters of 

learning within HE 

The Dimensions
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Activity



Some final summary thoughts

Change is rapidly impact on all 
aspects of HE

Some driven by HE policy, some by 
HE’s own identity search and some 
by our own search for excellence

Consider our own role – is what we 
want to achieve affected, practical 
pragmatism etc.
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Thank you…

In a volatile immediate future, how 
do we protect and promote such 
values and identities? What do we 
want to change?
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Any questions or thoughts?
Murray Hope – Murray.Hope@heacademy.ac.uk


